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quick updates

Quick update on random items

Otters in play this week

Jen Wax in LA field saies

Brian Cusack in Boston field sales

Both offers are lower than their current comp. If these dont
fly

Ill shift strategy.

And PR Managers and Program managers to support Jamie.

major decision in the works that you should be aware of for legal reasons that dont
fully

understand what

has changed and our GC will be back in SF on Monday to articulate all ads1monetization on the watch pages

for user generated content will need to come down. This will have tremendous impact on inventory. Well

neea 10 use anoiner mecnanism çiext linKs. to onve trarric 10 me orana cnanneis. ii ui as rieaiiy

every media plan has leaders as large part of it and the inventory for YT resides on the watch pages. Well

figure trs out but good for you to be aware.

suggested to Chad that accepting 3rd party is important. If were you and consistent with this itll help.

Spent an hour to today with the Digitas team on Cingular. They arent happy. Bottom line is that the timing of the

Verizon mobile deal with the Underground promotion was poor. Not happy with the service from YT lately and

the program in front of them for 2007. left Greg Moore message to loop him in. Well recover but its

question ot bodies/coverage and it was only matter of time before something snapped.

Im at media MTW of next week. Ill dial in for Directors meeting.

Over and out.

Figueira Den. Tab
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